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When multi-class with an archivist, there are a few common failure points - 1, 8 and 11.At the first level, you really have the core of what makes the archivist a great, list of spells. If you are not interested in anything else, quit as soon as you are entitled to something else. By the 8th, you have the best
batch of all Dark Knowledge and enough daily uses to be OK. This is probably the most common moment to leave.11th level not bad either, you get a bonus feat and a very nice no-save stun ability Dread Secret. After 11, though, there's nothing worth hanging around. BinderToM is a must if you're going
for Anima The Magician (Divine Option) and it has some interesting abilities on its own. Cloistered ClericUA - If you're really hot and heavy in DMM, it will give an extra pool of turning/rebuke attempts. This 3 domain credentials makes it one of the few classes I would consider almost worth immersing.
Dread NecromancerHoH - if you need some secret spells for PrC (like dweomerkeeper), it can help capture the one that comes with DMM fuel. The Sacred ExorcistKD is an entry into the beauty of the DMM. Requires good alignment, as well as a wet dismissal or dissipation of evil. Hit the bone bump up
to d8, the fort save the drops for the poor. Earliest Recording - 8Holt WardenCC - If you want to tinker with domains, I highly recommend this class. On the first level, you get a bonus domain spell slots just like a priest does for a domain plant. If your DM allows others to rebuke/turn on the DMM fuel, grab
the second level as well as for the reproach plant ability. After that, it's just a handful of Druze abilities and some divination to Level 7, where you get the opportunity to allow every divine charmer around you as well as yourself to get 1d4 levels of spells a day back after casting them. Earliest Recording -
6MoonspeakerRoE - a good PrC challenge, although you have to be a substitute to qualify. The first four levels give you a free Advanced Call, Advanced Call, and an extended SNA list, including some interesting utilities. But the real interesting ability comes on level 5, where you get Wild Shape, which
makes it one of the few ways for non-Druids to qualify for Planar Shepard. Earliest Entry - 9Planar ShepardFoE - even with the delay of entry, this class is still disgustingly good. You can't pull off some of the usual tricks like Efreeti Wild Shape, but you can still get a planar bubble of about 10 rounds on
every 1 of enemy stupidity. Earliest Recording - 15ThaumaturgistDMG - Ok, go back to the classes that I'd really play; thaumaturgist is really nice, for four levels it gives you an increase in appeal, Advanced Invocation, and better A contingent of witchcraft. Take 10 minutes between fights to set it up to call
on when I'm attacked or something like that, and open each fight with an extra call. Level 5 gives you a plank cohort that I've never looked at, to be honest. Earliest Entrance - - - another PrC inductee, you lose the casting level on this, but get all kinds of good abilities when calling evil creatures. The first 5
levels basically raise the Summon Monster line, with a Level 5 capability that allows you to call in an additional copy of evil creatures. The last four levels basically increase the Planar Binding Line (which are added to the prayer book automatically) For the receipt of the href class'bbc_link
target'_blank'gt;additional information, check Treantmonk20 in the development of Malvoker. Earliest Entry - 6Anima Mage (divine adaptation)ToM - one of the few double casting classes that are worth something. You only need one Binder level and one feat, so you keep up with your casting. In return,
you get a lot of really useful abilities (really, too much to list here, check out the zlt;a href) class'bbc_link target'_blank But, along with Binder's abilities, you also get additional spell slots, and starting with Level 5, you can spontaneously add any metamagicies you know spell on the fly. Earliest Entry - 5 (will
you need to clear the divine adaptation with your DM first though)Sovereign SpeakerFoE - Jealous clergy of domain abilities? Then pick up this class and get a bonus domain in each level. You lose on two levels of the charmer if you take all 10 levels (at 1 and 6), so feel free to swap for 5. For the best
results, make sure and take at least one level to Holt Warden before entering this class. Earliest Entry - 6 (it requires a bit of deception though - you either have to dip the level of some clergyman's taste, or make an early entrance to the Church inquisitor PrC qualify) DweomerkeeperCD (web) - full of PrC
casting - it adds a more spontaneous casting, allows you to cast spells like SLAs, and the stone reduces the cost of all metamagical one. Incredible class for non-call. ContemplativeCD - Full PrC casting that one level of dip in get you a bonus domain (any available deity or alignment) and immunity to
disease. If you stay, you will get a second bonus domain on the 6th, and the immunities to poison and aging, as well as receiving SR class level 15 and DR 10/magic. Not scary as one level drop, but I think there are better choices. Earliest Record - 11Mystic WandererMoF - It's a bummer that with all the
awesome buffs and spells that you have access to, you still can't get a familiar share with... Oh wait, yes, you can! Mystic Wander is a full PrC casting that gives you a familiar second level. Entry requirements are sort of crappy (iron will, and some wasted skill glasses), but easy, and You don't wear
armor, you get a sacred bonus to AC equals your charisma bonus. The rest of the class is kind of crappy, though (centres on creating potions and gems of magic, with some minor SLAs), grab the familiar and get out. Early Early - 6Knight of the Raven is an interesting option for a more gish-oriented
archivist. This is a 9/10 casting class (lost level 1) with a full BAB, grants of undead turning, Sun Domain (unlike other domains adding PrCs, this specifically adds spells to the normal spells known if you don't have domain spell slots), and a familiar companion. Earliest Entry - 9 (for direct archivist; you
need 4 BAB to qualify)More to come... Page 2 Of the Myth-Wiki Modification DateIt property is a special property in this wiki. 23 February 2013 18:20:56 - hide properties that refer here no properties link to this page. This search screen now remembers your previous search. If you want to clean the old
one, you need to restart the browser. I'm working on a better solution. For Has Any checkbox lists, only spells with that item will be shown when selecting one item, and if you select two (or more) you will specify spells that have either (or all). Leaving any of these blank/uns chosen/uns imposed will cause
the search to ignore this attribute of the spell. I mean make an archivist character in the 3.5 games I play but running in stumbling blocks. For those who don't know, the book Heroes of Horror presents a new basic class called Archivist. His divine charmer and here are the important parts to celebrate.
Divine Spell: Full Divine Charmer: Has access to Level 9 spells on Level 17 uses INT for DCs and WIS spells for bonus spell slots. must learn the spells and put them in books as the Wizard can cast any divine spell out of any class as long as as they have a scroll to write in their book of spells/prayer
Dark Knowledge: by doing the appropriate knowledge test (static DC 15) against either individual or race creatures in battle with the party archivist can provide a number of bonuses to all allies within 60 feet against the goal of knowledge This bonus goes up if you get 25 per cheque, and goes further if you
get 35. Limited to a couple of different types of enemies (undead, aberrations, outsiders, elementals, etc....) can get dark knowledge bonuses on other types of creatures by picking up exploits (natural archivist, for example, adds Faye and Giants to the list of things you can use Dark Knowledge on). INT 4
Skills (needed for Dark Knowledge) Scribe Scroll Feat on level 1 d6 HD 1/2 BAB Progression Strong Fort and Wil saves So here we have a character who knows the vulnerabilities of those he fights and provides bonuses based on this knowledge. He also has the ability to pick up any divine spell in the
game. Cleric, Druid, Shujenja, Domain Spells, Ranger, Paladin, etc... I don't know where to go with this guy past a certain point. I decided to take away all the exploits to expand the Dark Knowledge so I could use it practically on enemy, and talked to GM about custom exploits that would add other types
of creatures not covered by exploits in horror books. I don't know what I want to do with this guy's spell. Sure, it's great I can throw a Holy Sword at a fighter to beat a stick on level 7, but the number of spells available is so wide, I'm not sure what kind of caster I would like to be on a normal day. I could go
damage the machine with all the Shujenja and Druid spells. I could go buffer with Cleric, Druid, and Paladin spells. I might as well just go utility. Given the breadth of domain spells and all the PrC classes there are very few spells throughout the game this character theoretically can't have access to. One of
the ideas I've played around with for offensive caster is Divine Metamagicia and Maximize. By taking one level plunge in PrC that grants turning (like Sacred Exorcist) I could maximize a couple of spells a day for free, which might come in handy for spells like water extract elementary. Does anyone have
any suggestions? People with experience in the classroom (or GMing or play) have any comments? I have the concept of this guy down very well, but mechanically I'm a little excited. Last edit: May 10, 2006 Honestly, even if your DM isn't houseruled by divine metamagic, I think it's not the best strategy
for an archivist in the game. I think it will depend on how many alternative divine spells you are likely to encounter. Planning to use shugenja spells, if scrolls of this type don't appear, may limit your plan. I think the archivist usually works well as a buffer as amateurs stack well with dark knowledge. Direct
spells of damage are also nice as the archivist definitely sucks in the melee. I have the concept of this guy down very well, but mechanically I'm a little excited. So... What is the concept? So here we have a character who knows the vulnerabilities of those he fights and provides bonuses based on that
knowledge. He also has the ability to pick up any divine spell in the game. Cleric, Druid, Shujenja, Domain Spells, Ranger, Paladin, etc... I don't know where to go with this guy past a certain point. I decided to pick up all the exploits to expand the Dark Knowledge so I could use it on almost any opponent,
and talked to GM about custom exploits that would add other types of creatures not covered by exploits in the book of Heroes of Horror. I don't know what I want to do with this guy's spell. Sure, it's great I can throw a Holy Sword at a fighter to beat a stick on level 7, but the number of spells available is so
wide, I'm not sure what kind of caster I would like to be on a normal day. I could go damage the machine with all the Shujenja and Druid spells. I could go buffer with Cleric, Druid, and Paladin spells. I might as well just go utility. Given the breadth of domain spells and all PrC classes there are very few
spells throughout the game this character theoretically can't have access Well, first of all, obviously you're not going to have a typical day of load. You'll have adventures in the city, adventures in the desert, an appearance in the and downtime loads. However, I get the impression that you are looking for
what you should do in combat. My advice is to go with the Call. Druid call spells very well at low to medium levels. Cleric calling spells very well at a high level. An archivist can have both. With d6 hitdice, bad BAB, and a requirement for two good mental stats, your guy won't be wading into the fray
anytime soon. In order to get the visceral thrill of taking attack rolls, you can summon the creatures and roll them up to attack. Better yet, these creatures will also benefit from your dark knowledge and massive buff spells. Better yet, with an elevated sanctuary spell you can throw around appeals and buffs
without attacking in response. I think the challenge may have some pretty killer combos. Just be prepared with some to dispel the magic if enemies start hiding behind protection from evil (or good). Given the huge variety of things you could cause, I think a spell of Focus (spell), an increase in invocation,
and an extended spell would be the way to go. SF should also help with a few oddball spells, too. Yes, the druid and the clergy call can be nasty. While having two psychic stats to be kept up is annoying, it's almost as cheap to get two 16s as 18 in charge, and it's cheaper to buy two 4 euro stat items than
one No 6 one. So... What is the concept? This is Eberron's campaign (see the latest Paladins in Thrane thread about the struggle for alignment in the setting). I've been bouncing back and forth between a couple of concepts, but the one that seems likely to be the ends justify means the kind of character
that doesn't feel that evil spells all that evil. Not that they're anything special compared to other types of spells, they just offer an extra array of effects that he can use whenever he wants. After all, spells are just words on the page right? As an archivist, he read the results of people who were damn bent on
power, but he could keep it under control. () Combine this with an inquisitive strip of a mile wide for knowledge... almost any kind, and that means probably a slide into evil alignment, either NE or LE is likely. This is a somewhat player-specific response on my part. My current band is usually pretty cavalier
about alignments, so I figured my next guy would fit in the rest of the dynamic group a little better than my previous character. EDIT: On the other hand, I could just go off the wall and go with the Unbodied Psion that I thought about a couple of weeks ago. Go floating brains!!! Last edited: May 10, 2006 I'd
go with LE, but decent. You have to break the eggs to make omelets and all that. It's a bit off topic, but a good friend of mine has some rollicking adventure tales called Archavist. A quick story reads. If it's not one of PC character ideas, I would be amazed. Check out this link to the first fairy tale: there are
still a couple (and I know on two that have not yet been published) in subsequent issues of Flashing Swords. I can definitely see myself using The Spell Call on a daily basis for official purposes, but I don't know if I'd done it in combat often. The problem with calling character is that they are taking more
and more time on the initiative to pass to decide their actions at player level as they cause more and more critters. It's to the extreme in an old astral constructor where you could summon something like 7 Designs in one twist... Then take 20 minutes rolling all these actions on the second round. It's not a
character thing, it's something I don't want GM to roll his neck when we arrive at my queue-driven order. One thing I thought about were Spontaneus Healer, Spontaneus Inflicter, and Spontaneus Summoner feats. Frees up a lot of slots a day to do other things with. Page 2 Divine Metamagic seems like a
very bad choice if you're going to use it for most attack spells (or anything that includes a save). You have 2 caster stats (which really sucks) and you'll have to make a choice on which to focus on. If you're going for spells that give you a save, you need to focus on Int, but divine metamagic benefits the
most from Wis. This combo reinforces the already present weakness of having a split stat caster. One thing I thought about were Spontaneus Healer, Spontaneus Inflicter, and Spontaneus Summoner feats. With poor BAB and less optimal to keep DCs and low HP, you'll want to revise The Inflict spells.
You'll even get decent armor (you don't mention, but the rest of the description sounds like it's going to be a lightweight armor class) if not, then combined with the fact that you'll have a lower Dex than most other characters (back to 2 caster stats thing) and the lack of a secret neuter of personal AC lovers,
means you want to keep the hell out of the sensory spell because you don't want to to get close enough to use them. Divine metamagic seems like a very bad choice if you're going to use it for most spells of attack (or anything that involves saving). You have 2 caster stats (which really sucks) and you'll
have to make a choice on which to focus on. If you're going for spells that give you a save, you need to focus on Int, but divine metamagic benefits the most from Wis. This combo reinforces the already present weakness of having a split stat caster. In fact Divine Metamagia benefits from CHA not WIS
because DM converts turn attempts. Good point though about the spontaneous inflicter. If there is still a feat that allows sensory spells to be turned into a touch range that can make inflicting wounds build workable. If you really want to play up and the forbidden knowledge aspect you might be thinking
about moving into Alien PrC. Combine with some trigger monster enhancements and you could psuedonatural summoned creatures by helping you. If there is still a feat that allows touch spells to be turned into a touch range of touch can make inflict wounds build workable. If you really want to play up a
dark and forbidden knowledge aspect you might be thinking about moving into Alien PrC. Combine with some trigger monster enhancements and you could psuedonatural summoned creatures by helping you. IIRC Aliens Still Lose WIS Right? The problem is that as a double required class I will lose
statistics that give me the opportunity to get more spells. Good idea though. I previously looked at some of the dark PrCs, but nothing really tripped my trigger. I can just go Lormaster. It's Eberron time I can ask to take some of Spellshaper's exploits. IIRC Aliens Still Lose WIS Right? The problem is that as
a double required class I will lose statistics that give me the opportunity to get more spells. Good idea though. I previously looked at some of the dark PrCs, but nothing really tripped my trigger. I can just go Lormaster. It's Eberron time I can ask to take some of Spellshaper's exploits. I don't have a
complete secret with me, so I would have to check when I get home. I think they have softened the madness aspects of PrC to make it more playable as a PC option though. One thing I thought about were Spontaneus Healer, Spontaneus Inflicter, and Spontaneus Summoner feats. Frees up a lot of slots
a day to do other things with. Scribe Scroll can also do the same - it's good for those spells that you're unlikely to ever need, but really need when you do. And the penetration of spelling is almost never wasted. For spells, Animate Dead can be a good way to have a few henchmen who will always be
around - the situation allows, of course. Even the weak undead are useful for starting traps by standing between you and the monsters, and helping the fighters in close combat, using flanks and helping another. If you have a Dragonomycon, then Skeleton and zombie dragons are a little better than
ordinary undead, as they retain things like their energy immunity and blindsense. Of course, this is probably a good way to get on the list of the best players in the Chamber, but nothing perfect. I don't have a complete secret with me, so I would have to check when I get home. I think they have softened
the madness aspects of PrC to make it more playable as a PC option though. I double-checked last night, instead of losing WIS they start taking punishment bluff, diplomacy and a few other skills. This PrC looks like it could be a lot of fun. I double-checked last night, instead of losing WIS they start taking
punishment bluff, diplomacy and a few other skills. This PrC looks like it could be a lot of fun. Yes, they take a once hit -2 to Wisdom in exchange for a bonus of 1 euro understanding all saves, which hurts and archivists more than other characters, but it seems that it is worthy of alignment and character
traction. Psuedonatural Called Monsters can be very nasty. I'm not sure what the book's half-farspawn template has come, but if you can work with GM adding that template on character, maybe instead of the 10th level of alien benefits would be really creepy. It definitely fits the lovecraftian feel that you
are turning into one of whatleys whatleys d&d 3.5 archivist handbook
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